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Terrible
Unrealistic and where is the Virgin Livery
No Headlight controls only Day and tail
not enough features
I bought this purely for the experience of driving a tilting train, looking forward particularly to the sweeping curves of the
Northern Fells and Scottish borders on the WCML. Imagine my disappointment then, after driving several slow speed scenarios
around the outskirts of Glasgow, when I find myself on a long Northbound run to Glasgow and that you cannot exploit the tilting
system to allow high speed travel around bends!! The drive quality parameters for this model are absolutely ridiculous, you are
penalised many hundreds of points whilst negotiating bends at speeds well below the allowed maximum. You can travel faster in
a standard non-tilting train and receive no penalty.
The most annoying thing about all this is that people have been complaining since 2012 and yet nothing has been done about it.
I'm sure all it needs is a small coding alteration to re-set the drive quality parameters. Presumably this will not happen now? I
feel like I have been robbed!. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jRr3tSE-_7M

Hyper Knights is strongly reminiscent of a top-down version of Mount & Blade. It's controls, which are very much optimized
for a controller versus Keyboard and Mouse, are simple and intuitive to understand. The game itself runs exceptionally well. I
encountered no framerate dips or crashes. The only bug I DID encounter was I had accidentally quick-stepped into a tree. Aside
from that one instance I had o issue whatsoever.

The game is a bit basic, but it takes what it intends to do and concentrates instead on doing that well. The game is a great deal of
fun and the 1/2 hour that I had intended on playing it for my First Impressions video turned into 3 hours without my even
realizing it. At a $3 price point this game is a steal. It's just good fun.

8/10. I could say that this game is almost a masterpiece. The story was pretty cool, well... mixed up story of all different
characters could have be done litle better.
Unfortunately i never played the first game, i guess that is why i missed a significant element of history.
I've never played this game before, so i took into account the fact that the game is already 13 years old. Despite the age of the
game, this game is actually aged very well.
The game's animation was pretty good , and the graphics remained beautiful, yeah i mean as 13 year old game.
But as i mentioned this game is still far from masterpiece.
The first problem is that the first game was a "point and click" genre game, on next game the creators feels like stuck with this
game without knowing what genre they want to create.
Just look, fighting in this game sucks, controls sucks, camera sucks, and third person style does not worked well on this "point
and click" gameplay. It feels weird, and not completed.
Next problem is ending. The game ends very unexpectedly, leaving many unanswered questions. Looks like end of the game has
been cut.
Maybe all the answers is in the third game, i don't know because i haven't played yet.
It was not a good idea to leave this ending so unfinished, and then unrelease next game for many years.
Anyway this game was still fantastic, and i recommend for everyone who hasn't tried yet.. Why have I played through this?
WHY?. Phenomenal game. Buy it for the story and not the world. There is basically nothing to do in the open world. But if you
want an amazing and captivating story then i cannot recommend this game enough.. Nefarious geometric shapes swim around
me on all sides. A disturbing, sadistic voice whispers to me about the pointlessness of my existence. I wonder how I'm going to
survive the next five minutes as I slowly descend through hell. This minigame is an alarmingly accurate simulation of my 10th-
grade geometry class.. Very short experience (15 minutes) but very nice story and a lot of details. There is a possibility for
another chapter.
Virtual room are very small and because of that, not very realistic but I know they choose this to make the game available for
people with "standing only" mode.

Very good for a free demo. Try it!
. Game is good.
Devs are super nice (especially that one)
Lots of strategies with the large selection of attacks available at the moment.
Lots of fun with friends.
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I recommend this game because there's so much potential, it's not even fully done and I'm having a lot of fun.
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Ooo the movment is not so good, I don't get motion sick from much but the sliding was pushing me to the edge in combat.
Seemed like it should be fun but I was dropping frames all the time on 770. Also no reall sense of clipping, Your axe would just
swwing right through a row of guys. Maybe a if you have a beefier system give it a look but the combot didn't get me going.. So
bad game .... This game is absolutely awesome. There is so much to explore, so many creatures, so many ways to kill and ...die.
Great art too. It is not your usual VN where you can just skip through the story. There are a lot of images and deaths you need to
unlock so if you are searching for a fast easy game..this is not for you. If you want a great choose your own adventure game with
humor and horror..then by all means go ahead and buy this.. a beautiful well written love story, but not hentai enough 4 me -
where are the bug♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ :<. so fast actoin an ecksplosion graphics. I should have read the comments previous. This is
a great game I used to own in childhood and during the Cyber Monday say, I was extactic to purchase it again for a very cheap
price. However, (and unfortunately), steam's version is actually poopy doo doo. Too many glitches. I heavily debated pirated the
game after.

Game - Good
From Steam? - BAD BAD VERY BAD BAD NOT GOOD.. The main premise of this game is that you are a detective
attempting to solve cases. However the unique part is that you are only given a floor plan and complete a complete audio stream
of what happened in the minutes leading up to the crime. You'll have to accurately deduce which character is which just by
listening in on their conversations, and solve several key question related to the case.
Simply following one or two people won't provide you with the full context to what happened so you'll need to follow most if
not all of the characters to find all of your answers.
It's an interesting premise and it is quite fun to figure out the story piece by piece, as you hear a new part of the conversation
that completely changes the context of what you've already heard.

There are two main criticisms I have of the game though. First, the game is pretty short. The playtime only clocks in at a few
hours, and there's little incentive to return once you've already heard everything there is to hear.
Second is that the difficulty is fairly low. In most cases just about everyone will have their name said loudly by their
conversation partner so it's really just busywork filling it out. I feel that there could have been more clever indirect ways to
reveal a characters identity. Although, there were a couple of key questions that did force me to think a bit, even after I had
heard it all.

Overall, it's a fairly nice experience. It might be worth waiting on a sale though. I have heard that the dev plans on releasing
more content that is more challenging with at least some of it being free, so hopefully it will remedy the issues I have with this
game.. I like the game, wave game on a castle wall with a bow and ability to buy different arrow types and troops. But its very
frustrating that the troops die so easily and there is no way to revive them. You just buy more troops at level 1. The troops level
with experience but then you have a top level troop die and start over? There is no progression in the level that way. Just dumb
chance that they would live. It would be a much better experience if I could pay for revivial of dead troops so that my troops
would progress in the level with me instead of all the previous money spent on troops getting thrown away
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